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SUMMARY

This paper describes a novel approach to the parameter and data handling issues commonly found in experimental scientific computing and scripting in general. The approach is based on the familiar combination of scripting language and user interface, but using a language expressly designed for user interaction and convenience. The L3 language combines programming facilities of procedural and functional languages with the persistence and need-based evaluation of data flow languages. It is implemented in Python, has access to all Python libraries, and retains almost complete source code compatibility to allow simple movement of code between the languages. The worksheet interface uses metadata produced by L3 to provide selection of values through the script itself and allow users to dynamically evolve scripts without re-running the prior versions. Scripts can be edited via text editors or manipulated as structures on a drawing canvas. Computed values are valid scripts and can be used further in other scripts via simple copy-and-paste operations. The implementation is freely available under an open-source license.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of two languages to split an application into a low-level kernel and a high-level scripting language is now quite common and has given rise to a large number of general extension languages, including Tcl [1], Lua [2], and Python [3], as well as languages specialized for numerical computing such as MATLAB [4], Octave [5], R [6], and others. The appeal of this approach is its flexibility: users are not restricted to using files to provide a large number of parameters to monolithic programs, but are free to assemble customized programs from smaller modules. Aside from speed and space issues, the technical distinctions between the scripting language and the kernel language are of little interest to users. The distinction that matters most is convenience: scripting languages have no user-visible compilation steps, require no type declarations, and integrate topic-specific high-level facilities in the language. The scripting languages are well-suited as data input languages, avoiding the need for a custom data file format. In short, scripting languages perform many duties for the user, at the cost of performance and increased memory use.

These high-level languages are typically used in two ways, through an interactive session, or as stand-alone programs. Used as standalone programs, parameters may be embedded in the script or read from files, the program is executed, and the computed values are saved to disk for further processing. The interactive sessions give full access to the language and provide data access via variables in the topmost workspace; when done, the workspace can be saved and later revisited (in MATLAB and R).

Unless the problems solved require only a fixed sequence of steps, both cases introduce an (edit / run / examine) cycle. In this cycle parameters and computed values change, and often collection of values needs to be retained for later examination. Using an interactive session for this cycle is ideal: there are no data files to name, read or write; scripts (or parts of one) are simply re-run as needed, and the scripting language often provides sufficient data structuring facilities to keep such sessions well organized. All of these languages offer some data structuring facilities within the language, and several provide full interactive environments including facilities to inspect values in the topmost workspace. When a worksheet interface is available, interactive sessions can often be re-run from a selected point in a toplevel script. This provides a simple local means of adjusting parameters until satisfactory results are obtained. When a collection of values needs to be retained for comparison, scripts can be adjusted to accumulate them in appropriate structures and rerun. Unfortunately single sessions are not sufficient for solving real problems for several reasons. First, many computational steps take a long time to complete and can therefore not be run repeatedly; they are run once and the data is saved. Second, no single language or tool provides all facilities needed in experimental computing so often several data sets need to be kept for later work using other tools or scripts.

The need for persistent data moves the above cycle out of the scripting language’s environment, to the level of the interactive shell and into the file system. The language’s
structuring facilities are lost when writing data out for long-term storage. While the interaction cycle from a shell is the same (edit / run / examine), the resulting data accumulation and organization can be daunting; the naming, grouping, and examining of a large number of parameters, scripts, and data files are all done manually.

To alleviate the burden of manually tracking files and parameters and to give a higher-level overview of a computation, data-flow approaches are commonly used. In addition to the venerable *make* [7], several visual environments have been developed, including SCIRun [8] and Viper [9]. In operation, they are similar to *make*: one constructs a program as directed acyclic data flow graph, with nodes holding procedural language code for actions, and the system evaluates nodes in topological order. All three provide persistence by storing data on disk; because every node corresponds to one datum, data selection is simple and the datum’s context is explicit. Data can be examined at any time. They also provide need-based evaluation; re-running a data flow graph visits every node, but only executes new nodes or nodes with changed dependencies. This makes additions simple and avoids redundant effort when new nodes are added.

On the other hand, the data flow approach lacks general programming facilities, nested function calls and looping constructs in particular. While looping within a node is possible, repeating a whole subgraph with slightly different parameters (and examining new values) requires cloning the whole graph. Splitting a long script or a script containing data to be examined into nodes, or combining nodes into a single script are not simple operations. Thus, switching between a data flow system and a scripting language can be difficult.

In summary, the advantages of direct scripting are conciseness, flexibility, and familiarity, while data flow provides clear data organization, has a clear data-to-script association, is implicitly persistent, and provides need-based evaluation.

This paper describes L3, a language and interface designed for scripting and interacting with data using a single unified interface. L3 combines features from the procedural, functional, and data flow approaches to application control in a single language to make it suitable for both the general data handling problems encountered in script use (primarily numerical computing) and as infrastructure for a persistent graphical data handling interface.

Just as two-language systems use the higher-level language to “glue” together applications, the use of L3 “glues” together the applications and the data they produce, providing a simplified interaction between user and script.

Integrating data flow and procedural facilities in one language removes the separation (and resulting discrepancies) between a high-level graphical workflow (often a diagram) and the more detailed script implementation. By design, L3 scripts correspond directly to a nested data flow graph, and this graph can be automatically produced from L3 scripts.

L3 is implemented in Python and shares (a subset of) its syntax. L3 itself provides no constructs for large-scale programming, such as classes, iterators and modules. Instead, L3 is extended through Python, just as Python is extended though C or C++. Unlike a Python/C connection the L3/Python connection requires no special code, so migration
between scripts and workflow amounts to moving text between files. If a Python script contains data to be examined, it can be moved "up" to L3; conversely, once a L3 script has stabilized, it can be moved "down" to Python.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE LANGUAGE

L3 is a special-purpose functional scripting language that offers a one-to-one bidirectional connection between programs and computed data. Through need-based evaluation, it allows incremental development of scripts, i.e., scripts may be written, interpreted, extended, and interpreted again, and only the additions will be interpreted. All data produced during execution is persistent and may be examined using the graphical interface. The syntax is described first, followed by the novel features.

Syntax

The L3 language syntax closely follows Python’s for compatibility, using reserved words and indentation to delimit block structure.

The basic types are int, float and string. Data structures provided by L3 are (nested) lists ("["a", 1, "b", 2.2]"), tuples ((1,2)), and dictionaries ({ a = 1, b = 2.2 }).

Expression syntax and precedence follows Python’s and includes the comma-separated function call syntax (add(a, b)), the usual arithmetic operators (-, +, %, *, /, **), the comparison operators (==, !=, <, <=, >, >=) and boolean operations and and or. Also included are the array slice operators commonly found in numerical scripting, e.g. a[1:10] to retrieve entries 1 through 9 of a.

Programs are structured via conditionals, functions, and dictionaries. Dictionaries in L3 are nested environments containing a sequence of expressions; evaluation returns a key-value mapping. In the simplest use with comma-separated assignments, { a=1, b=2, ...}, this reduces to the expected dictionary behavior. Scoping for dictionaries is lexical, so scripts can be nested without naming conflicts. Functions can return multiple values, and tuple assignments can be used to bind their components. Functions are tail recursive and lexically scoped, so complex loops can be written as tail calls. For simpler loops and compatibility with Python, the for and while loops are also provided.

Other Python types and classes are treated as opaque objects, are constructed via function calls, and accessed through their member functions (list.append(1)).

The L3/Python connection is provided via the inline special form; it evaluates Python statements and makes bound names available to L3. Using this approach, arrays and other subject-specific data structures are provided through Python and accessed via operator overloading or explicit function calls.

Some of these features are shown in figure 1. This short example uses L3 built-in types, as well as two Python extension libraries numpy and sparx. The volume is a three-
**Figure 1.** Example of a L3 script using Python as embedded language.

dimensional array type implemented externally, while noise and raw are external two-dimensional arrays. range_n and range_raw are defined in the same lexical environment as noisy_image, making them available in the function body (line 19); they are scalar and Python’s operator overloading is used in noisy_image to provide standard expression syntax for the mixed expression. The for-loop (line 22) only forms the noisy images, but leaves their retention to L3.

Except for the inline statement, this script is fully compatible with Python. If it is run without errors, the results are identical.

**Persistence**

The script of figure 1 can be run interactively, while a long-running script can be run in batch mode. Both cases produce one additional state file containing all values calculated in the session or script, including intermediate expressions and function bodies. When this state is openend along with the script the toplevel behaves as if the script had been run in it.
This heavy use of memory and disk space brings the convenience and other benefits of a worksheet environment to long-running scripts. While a fast calculation like figure 1 could be done repeatedly within a single environment and would not require persistence, long-running scripts require storage of data for later examination of results.

**Nesting**

Similar to data flow, L3 persistence keeps not only programs and data, but also the information connecting them. Persistence in L3 extends to function calls and loops so every value formed during execution is kept, not only those at the top level.

After the script of figure 1 is run, all values of `return nsr * ...` (line 19) can be retrieved and inspected. Simply itemizing these in a list has limited use, as one needs to know what distinguishes individual results. Thus, for any one of these values, L3 can identify the corresponding `nsr` value.

Further, L3 links computed data to its source expression and the expression to the environment in effect at the time it was evaluated. This way, the multiple values produced by expressions in loops and functions can all be inspected in the context that produced them. So, if the function body had other computed values, one set for every `nsr`, they could be inspected for a chosen `nsr` as well.

Context is not limited to function arguments. For example, running the code

```python
for x in range(0,4):
    E = [x, x**2]
```

results in the values

```
[0, 0.0]
[1, 1.0]
[2, 4.0]
[3, 9.0]
```

The backlink information for one of these, say `[2, 4.0]`, identifies not only `[x, x**2]` but also the matching repetition of the `for` loop, showing the value of `x` and any other variable defined in that iteration.

This ability to inspect data computed inside a loop or function is very important in experimenting with scripts. The script currently being used is often pushed into a function of its own, but the values it produces still need to be examined in context.

There are many useful tools external to Python and L3, and many of these use their own file and data formats, and expect a certain file organization. Thus, the computed

---

†Computed values could of course be returned explicitly, and the aggregate could then be examined. But this requires more code (to form the aggregate), makes examination more difficult (traversing the aggregate), and loses the context of the computed value.
data may have to be written out explicitly after all. In this case, L3 can provide unique file names for the data; computed results are written to disk as before, but L3 keeps the script/data links and other meta-information. Using one indirection for the file name (\texttt{myfile = new\_id()} instead of "myfile") seamlessly integrates files into L3, resulting in lexically scoped treatment of external files. Instead of using
\begin{verbatim}
compute\_and\_save(param = 1, "myfile")
\end{verbatim}
and adjusting for a loop via loop-dependent file naming
\begin{verbatim}
for ii in range(0, 11):
    compute\_and\_save(param = ii, "myfile\_%d" % ii)
\end{verbatim}
and manually handling the resulting files, one can simply use
\begin{verbatim}
datafile = "myfile\-%d" % new\_id()
compute\_and\_save(param = 1, datafile)
\end{verbatim}
Moving this to a loop requires no file handling change, because loop bodies are unique:
\begin{verbatim}
for ii in range(0, 11):
    datafile = "myfile\-%d" % new\_id()
    compute\_and\_save(param = ii, datafile)
\end{verbatim}
This is again illustrated in a later example.

**Need-based evaluation**

In data flow environments, adding new nodes (operators) that use existing data is a common operation. It is also cheap, because only the new nodes are executed. L3 offers the same feature: expressions can be inserted in lists and dictionaries at any time. When the containing program is re-run, only new expressions are evaluated.

The implicit persistence keeps these scripts simple by avoiding extra code for input/output and file naming. The addition of need-based evaluation allows scripts to evolve without re-running everything. By placing new code in existing scripts, the environment (parameters, file names, loop variables and function call arguments) already provided by the scripts need not be replicated.

Unlike a flat workspace environment, the new expression can be added anywhere in a script. In particular, it can be added to a deeply nested function body or loop, and it will evaluate for every call or iteration as if it had been there from the beginning. This avoids explicit file I/O, re-writing of surrounding iteration code, and repetition of long-running operations. The loop
\begin{verbatim}
for ii in range(0,101):
    x = ii/100 * pi
    [x, sin(x)]
\end{verbatim}
is trivial and if an addition is made, the whole loop is simply re-run. But when we have
something of the form

```python
for ii in [COMPLEX_ITERATION]:
    EXPENSIVE_FUNCTION(ii)
```

re-running the whole loop for an addition is no longer practical, and recreating the
iteration for the addition is equally undesirable. This is illustrated in a later example.

**Error handling**

Errors are assumed to require manual intervention, so L3 provides no exception handling
facilities. Instead, exceptions from the host language (Python) are treated as stop
instruction. In interactive sessions, control is returned to the user; in batch mode, the
current state is saved, and the interpreter exits. In both cases restarted execution
continues from the last successful evaluation, allowing the user to fix the erroneous
expression and continue from there.

**OVERVIEW OF THE INTERFACE**

**Graphical script representation**

L3 serves as scripting language and as data examination tool, so the interface is a
hybrid of a pure text representation using scripts and a structural representation needed
for manipulation. Interaction with data is simplest via a point-and-click interface, while
writing text is the established way of producing scripts. In the literature and from
experience, we find that graphical construction of complex and detailed code via graphs
is impractical [10], [11], but simple or subject-specific constructs can be meaningfully
represented graphically [12] [9] [13], [11].

The L3 interface takes a mixed approach. The textual sample of figure 1 is displayed as
shown in figure 2. Lists, functions, conditionals, outlines and loops have explicit structures
resembling the text layout but include markers, the grey bars between successive script
lines. All other expressions are shown in textual form. Comments in scripts are visually
attached to the following expression, but are not part of the script proper. They can be
changed without affecting L3 execution in any way; in particular, they will not cause re-
running of an expression.

To provide a simple overview of larger scripts, L3 uses a collapsing outline structure
as commonly found in other tools. In L3 the outline is part of the script itself, embedded
via \texttt{if} as shown in figure 3. This way, the structural editing operations in the GUI are
well-defined, and the L3 script remains valid in Python. As may be expected of markup,
the input file’s readability decreases, while the rendered output (figure 4) improves.
The worksheet model

The l3 language provides a foundation for interactive interfaces but fundamentally only requires a program and an environment to execute it in. When executing a script from the command line, there is one environment per program. In a worksheet environment, sharing of named data between scripts is very convenient, so the graphical interface uses one environment per worksheet shared among all programs on that worksheet.

Shown in figure 5 is the startup screen. On the right side, the worksheet interface is modeled as a single sheet of paper, with one name binding environment. On the sheet are one or more scripts, sharing this environment. A second sheet on the left, with its own environment, provides short introductions, examples, and a library of available language constructs. For specific applications, this library can be supplemented with templates to be adjusted by users.
# A self-contained program for image processing. From a volume, images are projected in known directions with known angles; an alignment algorithm is called to find the number of directions, and reverse the angular spread.

```python
# Form the test data, projections from volume.
if "outline", "SPARX volume projection and image alignment":
    # Project volume.
    if "outline", "Preparation.":
        inline('''if 1:
            from EMAN2 import *
            from sparx import *
            from random import randint
            import l3lang.external.sparx_mixins
            import os
        '')
        ev = os.path.expandvars

        if "outline", "Load volume.":
            vol = getImage(ev("$SPXROOT/sparx/test/model001.tcp"))
```

Figure 3. A script incorporating an outline via the `if` construct. The full script’s outline is shown in figure 4.

Saving the gui state records the state of both sheets in a single file, so that multiple scripts can share data, and additions can be made to the library as useful scripts are developed.

### Everything is interactive

In the L3 language, everything is an expression. In the display, every expression is an interactive graphical object that can be manipulated directly or through its own menu. Direct manipulations of expressions, performed via mouse clicks and drags, include selection, copy, move, attach and detach. All other operations for expressions are available via menus and include deletion, inspection, conversion to text, textual editing, and display adjustment of the expression itself; they also include printing and insertion of value(s).

### Script construction and modification

The dual text / object representation requires multiple ways of constructing and interacting with a L3 script. Writing code is the primary approach for initial program construction. This is familiar to programmers and exposes every detail of a script. There are three ways to insert scripts in a worksheet. For scripts in files, the whole file can be inserted. Sample code from other text sources (web pages, emails, etc.) can be directly
pasted on the canvas. And for immediate feedback a toplevel can be coupled to a program on the canvas; every expression entered is executed and appended to the program.

Once in the worksheet, expressions can be handled as objects and new ones constructed from existing parts. This approach is useful when starting a new project using existing scripts, as it provides a cleaner copy-and-paste approach than raw text. It can be especially useful when providing tools for beginners, by giving only a few selected templates with limited plug-in choices. The availability of insertion markers for expressions could be used to construct whole programs from scratch, but it is not practical for that — for low-level scripts, it would be far more tedious than editing text.

Handling expressions as objects is also the only way to add expressions to a program that has already executed. Adding new expressions to scripts using insertion markers makes the change local to the chosen expression, and all surrounding expressions retain links to the data previously produced. This feature allows mixing of data examination and script execution, and simplifies the (run / edit / examine) cycle.

One example of this is a loop in which every iteration takes a long time, requires prior iterations' output, and may not lead to good results. So we run the loop

```plaintext
while error(result) < high_tolerance
    result = expensive_function(result)
```
and examine the intermediate results. If they are promising, we change `high_tolerance` to `low_tolerance` via structural editing, and run the script again, automatically reusing all previously computed data. More common uses of this insertion ability are illustrated later.
Data examination and reuse

There are two ways of handling computed values in L3. As usual in scripting languages, values bound to names can be used in other parts of the script through the name\(^\d\), and values are passed to functions by reference or to other scripts via reference to a file.

The alternative way of using values in other scripts is via direct selection and insertion on the canvas; this is equivalent to explicitly giving the datum a global name and referring to it, but explicit naming of the value is avoided. No intermediate textual copy is formed in the worksheet, and every value retains a link to its creating expression. For example, after a script containing \(10 - 2\) is executed, the expression's value 8 can be copied to the worksheet and pasted into another expression.

There is no distinction in the handling of a value and an expression – L3 data is always a valid L3 expression. Computed data in L3 is either a native Python type (by extension, any application-defined type) and is treated as simple value\(^\S\), or it is one of the recognized nested types, tuple, list, or dictionary. Therefore L3 can serve as editor for data with nested structure. The simplest example is a list of values, in which values can be added or removed, or the whole list can be inserted elsewhere. Also common are lists of tuples, which are displayed in a tabular form.

AN EXAMPLE SESSION

This section illustrates how the combination of the individual features of L3 can significantly reduce the manual effort required when using scripts and programs experimentally. A comparison is done by describing the same computing session as done via L3, within a scripting language’s environment, and using a script from the shell. Although these examples use Python, the concepts apply unchanged to other scripting languages.

The whole script is an experiment to test the algorithm described in [14], and to identify best choices for certain parameters. The only difference between this test script and an actual user session is the source and quantity of the data. As is typical in experimental interaction, there will be more than one run once some insight has been gained. If subsequent trials yield more insight, more modifications may follow, etc. Eventually, these script modifications must be cleaned up and the program / file structure must be redesigned, but that point is reached much later when using L3, providing better focus on the problem at hand.

\(^\d\) Name lookup is lexical, so a name reference is only valid in the same scope, or a nested one.
\(^\S\) Simple values receive no special handling by L3 unless special handlers have been added, e.g. for images. Also, values in the worksheet interface need not have a parseable representation as long as they can be converted to a binary string.
Direct interaction

The example starts in the middle of a data analysis session. Some values computed by the script in figure 4 need to be examined manually to find the best choice of data set for a subsequent computation.

The L3 approach

Section E of the sample script from figure 4, fully expanded for inspection, is shown in the top part of figure 6. To choose the best result, we need to examine the values produced by the call of k_means_info. From k_means_info’s menu at ➊, choosing “insert values” results in the insertion at ➋. Every value is a tuple, and the function is called inside a loop, so “insert values” returned a list of tuples and displays it.

From the script (➀) we see that the the parameters coleman, harabasz, ... form the data columns. Because the values are formed in the loop over K, we know the values have corresponding K’s, but are shown without them; this will be remedied later. For now, the K value is seen in the third column (⃣) as part of the file name.

With the data in a simple table, we can now look for the row, if any, with the smallest value of coleman and the largest value of harabasz. Such a row doesn’t exist, but row ➌ comes close. This row contains the selection parameters and names of files holding data to be inspected. Here we want to view the averaged images, found in the file at ⃣. The session continues by

- selecting the file name’s “insert value“ menu (⃣),
- collapsing the function call (➊),
- removing the table row of interest (where K = 8, ⃣),
- and collapsing the value selection (➋),

resulting in the session shown in figure 7. The file content is again displayed as L3 data (⃣), in this case a list of (index, image) pairs.

This simple example shows several practical results of L3 features: user efficiency, clarity and flexibility. The entire interaction is is done in less time than it takes to read this description. By compacting, not erasing, the already examined data, we retain a full overview. We can see the script’s outline, the current section’s details (the context), the function whose values were examined, an expandable box holding those values, the relevant row from those values, and the contents of a file from that row.

The interaction also demonstrates the utility of expression nesting and of unifying expressions and values. Starting from the script, we get a list of tuples of values; choosing one of those values (the file name), we again get a list of tuples (the index, image pairs in the file). This nesting can continue arbitrarily, imposing no data structuring limitations. Every value displayed is again a valid expression, and could be copied (by reference) to another program.
Figure 6. Selecting multiple values accumulated inside a loop via a menu selection. This script is part E. from figure 4. Every value is a tuple, so a list of tuples is inserted. For these values, the assignment names (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart) serve as column headers.
E. Classify images.
Classify images via k-means, using different guesses for K.

```python
for K in [2, 4, num_groups, num_groups + 2, num_groups + 4]
    (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart) = k_means_info

Tuple

16932.4086179 6744.73425492 _K-8-135584/average.hdf _K-8-135584/vi

Tuple

File contents of _K-8-135584/average.hdf

Tuple

Tuple
```

Figure 7. Accessing a file’s content via the file name. Extracting row 3 from figure 6, and hiding 1 and 2, only the row 3 remains. In that row, the the file _K-8-135584/average is chosen and displayed. It contains a list of images, so the display (4) shows (index, image) tuples.

The whole test script is long and has many parts that could be examined similarly, but for comparison of effort we next examine the preceding steps as done from the shell level.

A shell-level approach

The script itself only computes values, but contains no code for accumulation of data. For this long-running script, keeping the information in a separate file using a simple log format is a reasonable approach; because similar log entries can be expected in other

---

The data cannot be returned as a value because it is computed deeply inside the script, and there are other data that would need to be returned as well. The data has to be accumulated as a side effect, and because this script is run in batch mode this accumulation must be saved to a file.

A more thorough approach could accumulate real data structures in a separate file, but this is significantly more effort than simple text printing and for these “terminal” values there is no advantage.
if ('outline', 'Classify images. '):
    print "Image classification result: (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart)"
for K in [2, 4, num_groups, num_groups + 2, num_groups + 4]:
    (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart) = k_means_info(
        shifted_stack, "_K-%d-%d" % (K, new_id()),
        trials = 10, K = K, maxit = 10)
    print "Image classification result: ",
    (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart)

Figure 8. Section E of the script with logging output added in lines 2 and 7.

Image classification result: (1272247.47, 36.9687, '_K-2-135448/average.hdf', ...
Image classification result: (1291272.26, 50.5005, '_K-4-135516/average.hdf', ...
Image classification result: (16932.4086, 6744.73, '_K-8-135584/average.hdf', ...
Image classification result: (20154.9877, 6846.13, '_K-10-135652/average.hdf', ...
Image classification result: (23733.1170, 76792.20, '_K-12-135720/average.hdf',...

Figure 9. Log fragment produced by script in figure 8, truncated to fit.

Although this session only serves to examine some data, it got complicated. All together
we have three disjoint windows — script, log, and viewer — for the information found in
the script, the log file, and other files. The script got more complicated because it not
only computes data, but explicitly retains it. Any extra information, such as intermediate
file names or the steps taken to reach the selected data file, must be written down by the
user.
Data extraction via expressions

The previous sample session illustrated the convenience of direct access to data. The combination of persistence and need-based evaluation extend this to situations where additional work is performed on nested data. To illustrate this, we continue the session as follows. We are experimenting, and decide that graphing the criteria `coleman`, `harabasz` against `K` would make sense. Assuming a graphing utility is handy, how do we get the data to it?

Via L3

Taking advantage of the incremental evaluation in L3, we simply embed the new expressions `(K, coleman)` and `(K, harabasz)` into the original L3 script so it becomes

```python
if ('outline', 'Classify images.'):  
    for K in [2, 4, num_groups, num_groups + 2, num_groups + 4]:  
        (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart) = k_means_info(  
            shifted_stack, "_K-%d-%d" % (K, new_id()),  
            trials = 10, K = K, maxit = 10)  
        (K, coleman)  
        (K, harabasz)
```

Re-running the whole script only executes the new expressions, a list of `(K, coleman)` values is retrieved via a single mouse selection, and the plot function is applied to this list.

This approach scales to much more complex scenarios — nested function calls, nested loops — because the most complex parts (establishing the context for the iteration, retrieving the input data, writing the output data) are all implicitly handled in L3.

Via scripting

This loop is part of a larger script, so we again opt for the simpler approach of changing and re-running the script. Inserting appropriate code to form a list of `(K, value)` pairs results in code like

```python
K_cole = []  
K_hara = []  
for K in [2, 4, num_groups, num_groups + 2, num_groups + 4]:  
    (coleman, harabasz, ave, var, chart) = k_means_info(  
        shifted_stack, "_K-%d-%d" % (K, new_id()),  
        trials = 10, K = K, maxit = 10)  
    K_cole.append( (K, coleman) )  
    K_hara.append( (K, harabasz) )
```
In the interactive session, but separate from the script, we can use variations of

\begin{verbatim}
plot(K_cole)
plot(K_hara)
\end{verbatim}

to examine the data.

While the change is straightforward, re-running the script is expensive. The simple test case considered here takes several minutes, while a real run could take hours. Also, this approach is for single interactive sessions only. For a long-running program, explicit file I/O would be introduced.

**Via the shell**

The log file (figure 9) is only marginally structured; luckily, all information is included in the log, and on independent single lines; we need only extract columns 1 and 2 and the K value. Using the unix tool approach, we write a short script using regular expressions to extract the data from the log and graph it.

There are several shortcomings to this. Log files are likely to contain many more “Image classification result” lines, and those would have to be further distinguished to ensure the correct set is extracted. Changing the log format in any way requires fixing the script, while further exploration of data may require writing more information to the log files. Very soon, log files may have to be parsed in more careful ways, making it difficult to pass data on for other use.

The fundamental problem here is that useful data is treated as a side effect by writing it out to a log instead of keeping it with other computed data as done by the scripting approach. While this keeps the original scripts simpler, the resulting data handling is much more complicated.

**Manual repetition**

The two previous sample sessions illustrated the convenience of direct access to data combined with persistence and need-based evaluation. The following session describes a simple method for manual repetition of program fragments, using lexical scoping to avoid name clashes, allowing a cut-and-paste style of interaction to work. After the preceding examination, we want to try some other parameters in the script, rerun it, and perform a similar examination. To see whether our new version is better, we also want to compare results from the previous session with those of the new one.

**The L3 approach**

In L3, the user effort for this is one copy of a `dict` (to get a separate namespace), followed by operations on the script: one selection, one copy, modification of parameters, and a new run (roughly five button clicks, plus the parameter modification), followed by whatever
inspection is desired, as described above. Because all computed data is available as data
structure, pairwise comparisons are simple. Although most data read and written in the
script resides in files, there will be no naming conflicts when using L3’s new_id. The
combination of lexical scoping and function cloning in L3 avoids clashes between multiple
uses of a single script, and new_id extends this to external entities.

*The shell approach*

In the shell or a script, more care is required. Naming conflicts must be avoided during the
creation of the new data. A new set of parameters requires one new file, in this case a copy
of the script. The parameters can be adjusted in this new file. The data read by the new
script is the same as before, but the output data is new and different from the previous
run and must be distinguished. For this, the file names must also be adjusted\(^\|$\). Once this
new script has run, we again need to identify the best data set. To do this correctly given
the now present collection of files and procedures, we can manually follow the description
of the log mechanism previously described, or other notes taken.

*Programmed repetition*

This last session describes a simple method for automatic repetition followed by manual
examination of produced data.

The previous parameter changes show promise. To improve results further, we want to
try the script on a collection of new parameters and look at the results sometime (much)
later.

*The l3 approach*

Taking advantage of l3’s lexical scoping, we move the whole script into a function,
changing the embedded parameters to function arguments, and call the new function
as needed. Because l3 expressions are globally unique, any script can serve as the body
of a function, even those writing to files (as long as the file name incorporates new_id). We
get one more script copy for a total of three explicit versions: the original, the manual
test, and the newly formed function. Remaining tests are done via function calls. Once
the new function has been run, values are chosen as before, through the function body.
Because there are multiple calls to the function, the call of interest can be used to narrow
the selection.

\(^\|$\)If the script is run from the same directory, the input file names remain unchanged, but the output file names
must be adjusted. If a new directory is created for the new output, the input file names need adjustment.
The script approach

This change is also valid in a scripting language, but values computed inside nested functions are not visible at the top level. Simply computing the extra values is not enough; they also need to be made available at the toplevel. As for the previous incremental change this requires accumulating them, either via files or data structures. Following this, the resulting structures of files need to be retrieved and examined explicitly.

The shell approach

This degree of change breaks the shell approach completely. To accommodate multiple calls, several options exist; none are clean or simple. One way is to add the new parameters to the script’s arguments list. This either requires adding argument parsing if not present, or extending the argument list. If the argument list is extended a few times, the script will literally have dozens of parameters, most of which serve only to control side effects and distract from the main purpose of the script. Another way is to introduce a new script that generates parameter files or scripts and then executes them. This is of course macro-expansion done at the shell level, and incurs all the well-known problems thereof.

DISCUSSION

Use as a debugger

L3 shares many properties with traditional debuggers. The ability to inspect all data after execution, including those produced inside function calls and loops, can be used in the development of algorithms prototypes. Examining intermediate results for consistency with expected behavior, other models, etc. is a common step in algorithm implementation.

Portability

The language itself runs wherever (the C version of) Python is available and is therefore very portable. For long-running jobs on computing clusters, L3 scripts can be run in batch mode, and the results later examined through the graphical interface on a desktop machine. The worksheet interface is as portable as the toolkit used; currently gtk [15] runs on all major desktop systems with graphical interface.

Compatibility with existing code

The use of Python syntax where possible avoids the need to learn a new language, and embedding Python provides trivial access to a broad library. But there are some differences restricting the functions and types that can be used from L3. Full use of
L3 requires persistence of all Python values returned to L3. This precludes the use of generators, file descriptors, and sockets in L3 scripts. This is not a problem in practice as all of these can be used within Python functions called from L3, as long as such access is atomic to L3. For single sessions using the worksheet, the persistence requirement can be ignored.

**Embedding other scripting languages**

The L3 language is very small and simple and represents a subset common to Python, Scheme, Matlab and Maple; although there are clear differences between the capabilities of these different languages, L3 could be implemented on top of them as easily as Python. The L3 worksheet could not be ported so easily, but by fully separating it from the language backend, it could serve as interface to a different language.

**Use with external programs**

The L3 language is designed as layer on top of Python and automates data handling for Python-provided functions. By controlling external programs from L3 or Python, all data files, parameters, program calls, and output is again tracked and accessible from a single worksheet containing one or more scripts.

Two approaches have been tried to accommodate external programs. The first is to write a Python wrapper for each program; the wrapper handles interaction details and from L3 takes the canonical form \( a, b, c, \ldots = \text{wrapper}(x, y, \ldots) \). This approach works very well, but requires a wrapper for every external function. The second approach is experimental; there is support for directly calling external programs while automatically collecting their output for further use from L3. This automatic collection includes printed output and the names of generated files, but unless these external programs have very strict rules for file naming, further use of this information is difficult.

**The worksheet and special purpose interfaces**

The L3 worksheet is a generic nested list manipulator and item selector and allows the user to manipulate data in any way (s)he sees fit. The ability to handle nested lists of data covers many cases of interactive data handling, and it subsumes file-manager functionality. For specialized applications, custom viewers for non-recursive data can be easily added to the system; the image display shown previously is one example. While there is no provision for constructing event-based L3 scripts, programmers can easily provide additional functionality through Python. The L3 worksheet itself is uses an event-based interface based on an object graphics canvas, as first introduced by ezd [16] and Tk [1], and is readily extended for special uses via Python or C programming. The ability of the canvas to embed other widgets such as 2D graphs or spreadsheet-style display tables can be used to construct custom applications. The advantage over constructing such
applications from scratch is the availability of all of L3 (hence Python) to the application’s user, through the graphical interface. Through judicious use of the outlining facilities, such an interface can contain all the detailed adjustments one expects in a script, while initially exposing only a minimal subset of parameters that require adjustment. The user can then be exposed to further details as necessary for his work. In analogy to programming, one can embed an interface in a worksheet, just as one can embed an application API in a language.

The structures formed through interaction

Looking at the previous example from a data structure view illustrates the source of the interaction’s complexity. The original for loop section E of figure 6 produces only a sequence of independent (float, float, string, string, string) tuples. User examination of the leading float values requires a list of these tuples. Following this, examination of the file referenced by the first string requires one indirection to the file (.K-8-135584/average, ③ in figure 6), followed by display of an (int, image) list (④ in figure 7).

The full session, regardless of how it is handled, is therefore a selective inspection of parts of a (float, float, string, string, string) list where every string is a reference to a file holding a (int, image) list. Because the program was not written with these structures in mind, they are formed through user interaction, not through any programs. Thus any assistance must come from the environment the user interacts with.

The shell session is a manual traversal of an implicit, unformed data structure and therefore provides no support; a worksheet session is the same. Data flow environments and L3 go further and structure all data; the L3 session is a semi-automated traversal of an automatically formed, internal data structure. Unlike scripting and programming languages, data flow environments and L3 impart structure to unplanned and unplannable user activities.

The possible workflows in L3

The interaction convenience of data flow environments and L3 require restrictions on what users can do in order to provide assistance with the data structures arising from interaction. In L3, the user is restricted to tail calls as repetition mechanism – there are no arbitrary goto-like control structures.

In unconstrained control flow, the data structure is arbitrary. For this case, no general statements can be made about the structure of data produced by a user. While this allows the user to do anything at all, environments based on this approach cannot provide data structuring support. In pure data flow the data has directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure, explicitly formed through user action. DAGs have a natural graphical representation that is fully general; no special graph drawing algorithms are required for “different” DAGs. While the overall
data structure is precisely determined at any time and environments can provide support, the user is restricted to trivial control flow. Incorporating loops is possible, but far from natural [17].

L3 uses tail calls with lexical scoping, resulting in data structured as a nested DAG. Without loops or function calls, this reduces to a simple data flow DAG. A single call is a node containing its own DAG, while a loop (or a tail call) is a node representable as a stack of DAGs, where every tail call introduces a new level.

Thus, data structures formed by L3 execution have a fixed format that generalizes the structure found in pure data flow. L3 function calls** added to a script by a user, as illustrated in the sample session, are equivalent to manual addition of a clone of the current DAG in a data flow setting. L3 function calls in loops represent programmatic cloning and embedding of existing DAGs, with selective replacements of certain values (the function arguments). This latter form has no direct analogue in data flow.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a framework for script-based user-computer interaction that shields users from tedious bookkeeping and allows them to focus on their data and scripts. The approach pairs a language designed for interaction and simple scripting with an interface to take advantage of metadata produced by the language. The system relies on a novel combination of features in the language, viz

- unique identification of every expression and computed datum
- persistence of programs and associated data
- lexical scoping and tail calls
- programmability via conditionals and functions
- need-based execution of programs

to provide the user-visible facilities of implicit hierarchial data organization, direct access to data from scripts (and vice versa), and script evolution.

The implementation of L3 described in this paper is freely available under an open-source license at http://l3lang.sourceforge.net.
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**A call to a builtin function – Python or C – is considered atomic in L3 and makes no addition to the data graph.
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